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APPENDIX I: Summary of NABOS/CABOS moorings 
Moorings are an important element of our observational program (Fig. A.I.1 and Tables A.I.1, 
A.I.2). Some of these moorings have been maintained since 2002. The longest time series (2002-
present) are provided by our M1 and C1 moorings (Fig. A.I.1). However, some moorings were 
deployed for one year only. In 2001, our program pioneered in the use of the MMP profiler for the 
Arctic Ocean studies deploying C1a mooring off MacKenzey canyon (Fig. A.I.1). Since then, we 
have deployed many MMP-equipped moorings (see Tables A.I.1, A.I.2). This new technology 
provides extremely useful information about the Arctic Ocean state. However, the MPPs are not as 
reliable as we would wish and for some years the MMP records are not complete and are limited by 
several months of profiling only. The reasons for this unfortunate MMP behavior are not completely 
clear. That is why some of our moorings were conventional, equipped with SBE37 microcats and 
ADCP current meters (Tables A.I.1 and A.I.2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A.I.1.  NABOS/CABOS 
mooring locations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data from NABOS moorings were used for monitoring climatic changes bridging snapshot CTD 
observations. Moorings provided key information about strong EB warming and have helped 
estimations of transit times required for the signal to travel from Fram Strait to the basin interior. 
The mooring data were also instrumental for understanding numerous processes shaping EB water 
mass structure and variability.   
Our mooring recovery was generally quite successful (see Tables A.I.1-A.I.2). However, we did not 
avoid losses. Over a decade of operations, we have lost six deep-water moorings (two of them 
belonged to NABOS and four others belonged to our partners). Five out of six moorings were lost 
due to probably icebergs and deep-water ridged ice keels. In these five cases the moorings were 
not found at their sites; at the same time the waters surrounding the mooring locations were 
dangerously infected with icebergs and ridged ice floes. One mooring (M7a) was trapped by heavy 
ice floe during its release, and we lost the mooring. These losses forced us to make some changes 
in mooring design and our approaches for mooring recovery and we continue our efforts in making 
mooring operations safer. 
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Table A.I.1: Summary of NABOS deep-water moorings deployments/recoveries 
(green – recovered, red – lost, blue – still in water) 

Moor 
  ing Lat./Long. Depth Owner Instruments Deployed 

mm/dd/yy Status 

M1a   78 27.360N 
125 40.440E 2680m IARC 

2 x SBE 37 
1 x MMP 
2 x RCM 

09/02/2002 Recovered, 09/01/2003 

M1b   78 26.637N 
125 40.194E 2686m IARC 1 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 09/08/2003 Recovered, 09/14/2004 

M1c   78 26.637N 
125 40.194E 2690m IARC 

2 x SBE 37 
1 x MMP 
1 x ADCP 

09/14/2004 Recovered, 09/15/2005 

M1d   78 27.994N 
125 40.909E 2740m IARC 

1 x SBE 37 
1 x ADCP 
1 x MMP 

09/20/2005 Recovered, 09/01/2006 

M1e   78 25.940N 
125 43.419E 2692m IARC 

1 x SBE 37 
1 x ADCP 
1 x MMP 

09/02/2006 Recovered, 09/18/2007 

M1f   78 29.588N 
125 49.092E 2730m IARC 

2 x SBE 37 
1 x MMP 
1 x ULS 

09/19/2007 Recovered, 09/21/2011 

M1g   78 25.735N 
125 28.527E 2765m IARC 

7 x SBE 37 
3 x ADCP 
1 x BPR 

10/18/2008 Recovered, 09/22/2011 

M2a   77 19.064N 
126 06.272E 1505m IARC 1 x MMP 09/10/2003 Confirmed loss in 2008, 

no response 

M3a   79 55.103N 
142 21.148E 1330m LU/IARC 

4 x SBE 37 
2 x RCM11 
1 x ADCP 
2 x Sed. Trap 

09/18/2004 Recovered, 09/17/2005 

M3b   79 55.717N 
142 21.812E 1347m LU/IARC 

4 x SBE 37 
2 x RCM11 
1 x ADCP 
2 x Sed. Trap 

09/18/2005 Recovered, 08/27/2006 

M3c   79 56.605N 
142 23.637E 1355m LU/IARC 

3 x SBE 37 
2 x RCM11 
1 x ADCP 
2 x Sed. Trap 
1 x SAMICO2 

08/27/2006 Recovered, 09/21/2007 

M3d   79 56.109N 
142 19.317E 1350m LU 

1 x SBE 37 
2 x RCM11 
6 x Sed. Trap 

09/26/2007 Confirmed loss in 2008, 
no response 

M4a   81 33.617N 
  30 55.390E 1010m IARC 5 x SBE37 

3 x RCM9 09/13/2004 Recovered, 09/12/2006 

M4b   81 33.685N 
  30 51.127E 1030m IARC 5 x SBE37 

3 x RCM9 09/13/2006 Recovered, 10/28/2008 

M4c   81 33.617N 
  30 42.844E 1070m IARC 

7 x SBE37 
1 x ADCP 
1 x RCM9 

08/18/2009 Recovered, 08/27/2010 

M5a   80 57.746N 
105 00.225E 2316m IARC 

3 x SBE37 
1 x ADCp 
1 x MMP 

09/12/2005 Lost 
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M5b   81 00.640N 
105 17.440E 2400m NMI/IARC 

1 x SBE37 
1 x ADCP 
1 x MMP 

09/072006 Recovered, 10/22/2008 

M6a   80 44.940N 
103 29.910E 1545m DAMOCLES/

IOPAS 
2 x SBE37 
1 x MMP 09/06/2006 Recovered, 10/20/2008 

M7a   81 39.640N 
  31 11.101E 2461m DAMOCLES/

NMI 
1 x SBE 37 
1 x MMP 09/12/2006 Lost, heavy ice cover 

M8a   80 47.030N 
138 47.258E 2048m LU 

1 x SBE37 
1 x MMP 
1 x ADCP 

09/20/2007 Confirmed loss in 2008, 
no response 

M9a   80 20.930N 
161 15.837E 2690m LU/IARC 

1 x SBE37 
1 x MMP 
1 x ADCP 

09/24/2007 Recovered, 10/16/2008 

M9b   80 23.215N 
161 34.080E 2718m IARC/LU 

7 x SBE37 
1 x RCM11 
3 x ADCP 
2 x Sed. Trap 

10/15/2008 Still in water 

M10a   79 45.407N 
159 20.006E 1464m LU 

1 x SBE37 
2 x RCM11 
1 x ADCP 
2 x Sed. Trap 

09/23/2007 Recovered, 10/14/2008 

M11a   83 04.202N 
  59 48.393E 2880m IARC 2 x SBE37 

1 x MMP 08/22/2009 Recovered, 08/27/2011 

SAMS 
  81 27.738N 
  30 57.794E 527m SAMS 4 x SBE37 08/18/2009 Lost 

St 
Anna 

  81 01.417N 
  73 02.524E 520m EU/IARC 

6 x SBE37 
2 x ADCP 
1 x Turbidity 

08/23/2009 Recovered, 09/22/2009 

 
Table A.I.2: Summary of CABOS moorings deployment/recoveries 

Moor 
  ing Lat./Long. Depth Owner Instruments Deployed 

mm/dd/yy Status 

C1a   70 16.360N 
139 07.790W  460m IARC 

2 x SBE 37 
1 x MMP 
1 x ULS 

09/23/2001 Recovered, 09/13/2002  

C1b   71 22.897N 
134 04.140W 1117m IARC 

3 x SBE 37 
2 x RCM7 
1 x MMP 

09/16/2002 Recovered, 09/05/2003 

C1c   71 46.640N 
131 53.191W 1121m IARC 2 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 09/05/2003 Recovered, 08/07/2004 

C1d   71 46.506N 
131 52.711W 1112m IARC 1 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 08/30/2004 Recovered, 08/05/2005 

C1e   71 49.676N 
131 45.663W 1112m IARC 1 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 08/30/2005 Recovered, 08/08/2006 

C1f   71 49.688N 
131 45.691W 1111m IARC 1 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 09/12/2006 Recovered, 08/28/2007 

C1g   71 49.702N 
131 46.591W 1114m IARC 3 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 07/22/2008 Recovered, 09/20/2009 

C1h   71 49.708N 
131 46.604W 1111m IARC 1 x SBE 37 

1 x MMP 10/14/2009 Recovered, 07/23/2011 
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APPENDIX II: Schematics of NABOS moorings 
 
 

 
Figure A.II.1.  NABOS M1a (2002-03) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.2.  NABOS M1b (2003-04) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.3.  NABOS M1c (2004-05) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.4.  NABOS M1d (2005-06) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.5.  NABOS M1e (2006-07) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.6.  NABOS M1f (2007-11) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.7.  NABOS M1g (2008-11) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.8.  NABOS M2a (deployed in 2003) mooring schematic (lost). 
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Figure A.II.9.  LU/NABOS M3a (2003-04) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.10.  LU/NABOS M3b (2004-05) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.11.  LU/NABOS M3c (2006-07) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.12.  LU/NABOS M3d (deployed in 2007) mooring schematic (lost). 
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Figure A.II.13.  NABOS M4a (2004-06) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.14.  NABOS M4b (2006-08) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.15.  NABOS M4c (2009-10) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.16.  NABOS M5a (deployed in 2005) mooring schematic (lost). 
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Figure A.II.17.  NABOS M5b (2006-07) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.18.  DAMOCLES/NABOS M6a (2006-08) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.19.  DAMOCLES/NABOS M7a (deployed in 2006) mooring schematic (lost). 
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Figure A.II.20.  LU/NABOS M8a (deployed in 2007) mooring schematic (lost). 
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Figure A.II.21.  LU/NABOS M9a (2007-08) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.22.  NABOS/LU M9b (deployed in 2008) mooring schematic (still in water). 
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Figure A.II.23.  LU/NABOS M10a (2007-08) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.24.  NABOS M11a (2009-11) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.II.25.  SAMS (deployed in 2009) mooring schematic (lost). 
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Figure A.II.26.  St. Anna Trough (2009-10) mooring schematic. 
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APPENDIX III: Schematics of CABOS moorings 
 
 
 

 

Figure A.III.1.  CABOS C1a (2001-02) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.2.  CABOS C1b (2002-03) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.3.  CABOS C1c (2003-04) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.4.  CABOS C1d (2004-05) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.5.  CABOS C1e (2005-06) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.6.  CABOS C1f (2006-07) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.7.  CABOS C1g (2008-09) mooring schematic. 
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Figure A.III.8.  CABOS C1h (2009-11) mooring schematic. 
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APPENDIX IV: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOGISTICS OF THE FUTURE MOORING 
OBSERVATIONS (I. Waddington) 

a. Operations from IB Kapitan Dranitsyn (KD) or similar Icebreaker. The IB KD is not ideal as a 
mooring ship, but is workable. For mooring operations to be successful adequate time is required 
and there should be no pressure from other science groups to speed up operations. Moorings are 
required to work accurately unattended for long periods, ctds and other lowered sampling are not so 
time critical. One mooring person in control of all the mooring operations working directly with the 
bridge officers is essential. A small mooring team comprising some experience in ice conditions and 
some willing helpers. An English/Russian speaker involved in the operations would be very helpful. 
b. Surveying the mooring sites. KD has no in-situ deep oceanographic echo sounder. The portable 
IARC system on a pole works adequately, but cannot be used when the ship is underway in ice and 
can only be used in a limited way when the ship is underway in ice free water. Thus with the poor 
topographic charts the soundings need to be better established before commencing mooring 
operations with more time being spent on establishing real topography. From my recent (summer 
2011) experience on RV Polarstern observing the echosounder at the M1 mooring sites I more 
appreciate the difficult topography in which we were trying to deploy the rigs. Very steep slopes with 
evidence from side echoes of variable alongslope topography of  possibly small canyons. We could 
never have appreciated this from the limited soundings done on the KD. The portable echosounding 
system probably needs returning to manufacturers for a service and calibration. An improved 
handling system would be appreciated. 
c. Ships drift. When working moorings the mooring personnel and ships officers need adequate 
time to establish ships drift as once a deployment is underway on the KD there is only one recourse 
if depth is missed and that is to recover the mooring. This will always be a variable as wind and 
current are never fixed as I discovered during the Lance recovery of 2010 when drift reversed 
completely during the preparation to recover. KD has a huge superstructure and in open water can 
drift rapidly. The limiting factor with a MMP profiling mooring is that there is no way to adjust the 
profiling wire during a deployment. 
d. Navigation needs to be improved for the mooring operation and surveying, ships head relevant to 
GPS is essential to understand how the ship is behaving during deploy and recovery. At present it 
is a matter of continuously working this out based on observation and relayed information from the 
ships bridge. With improved navigation I do believe there would not be a necessity to spend as 
much time surveying the mooring in after deploy. 
e. Deployment should be by lowering the mooring all the way to the seabed and then releasing it 
acoustically. The lowered position being more accurate, in knowing what the depth of the top of the 
mooring is. A lowering line can be marked as to line out, establishing top depth of mooring. This 
may be problematic if you require flying microcats but is not insurmountable. Or continue with 
dropping the mooring as previously. 
f. Anchors should not be of unknown construction concrete variety. Anchors for long-term moorings 
need to be reliable and variable, adjusting weight for different moorings. The present moorings are 
limited by the anchors. Ideally the moorings need more buoyancy and back up or support buoyancy 
strategically placed, the present anchors are probably 250kg too light. One tonne anchors would be 
a minimum. 
g. Acoustic transponders. My experience with the Benthos transponders has not been a happy one. 
Either acoustic conditions are making them difficult to hear or as I found they do not properly 
respond to the Edgetech Deck system. This aspect of relocation needs to be addressed before any 
re-deploy of the equipment. It is essential to have a good location for the top of the mooring in ice 
conditions. Otherwise it is a lottery as to where the mooring will surface. Even a small ice block will 
stop a 37'' sphere from surfacing and without being able to accurately locate the top of the rig, 
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locating a stuck mooring is again difficult. Borrowing a Benthos deck unit would be a minimum 
requirement. Re-batterying and testing at Benthos of the present sea units. 
h. Acoustic releases. The failure to release but actually releasing as is the case with all three 
moorings in 2011. Checking with other ORE users such as WHOI would be useful. All the IARC 
releases need to be returned to ORE for servicing and checking as do the deck units. One deck 
system appears to have lower output power in air compared to the other. How well the filters are 
aligned after many months at sub zero temperatures in Kirkenes is unknown. Some investigation is 
required as to how well the acoustics actually receive and transmit given the difficult acoustic 
conditions related to the halocline. Perhaps a deeper lowered transducer might help. All releases 
need to be wire tested before deploy, i.e. lowered to working depth on the CTD and tested for 
correct operation (releasing and being ‘heard’ onboard). On the RV Polarstern a test dip of an 
acoustic unit immediately revealed the difficulties likely to be encountered from ships noise. 
i. Line systems. The present profiler wire obviously works well given the 4 year profiling period 
obtained. However I believe the present kevlar line needs upgrading to Vectran 10 or 12mm. The 
Gleistein 12mm ‘used’ line I spliced in Kirkenes in 2009 and then deployed for M11 was in perfect 
condition and could be easily handled, the thinner Cortland line was still in good condition, but 
subsequent to recovery could not be used again. I would like to see line sourced from Gleistein in 
Europe, proven for long-term arctic use and with a low if not negligible stretch. AWI use this 
exclusively and that is a good recommendation. 
j. Buoyancy – more is better – the present buoys are limited by the light anchors, increased 
buoyancy will improve mooring performance and reliability. More glass spheres are required which 
can be used anywhere in the moorings. I would like to see distributed buoyancy. At least in ice 
conditions there is a multiple chance of buoyancy surfacing in cleared water and increasing the 
tension on the acoustic releases. 
k. BPR as above a proper engineered and proven job is required. RSMAS Miami have such a 
system and I have used this on RAPID MOC experiment. Other systems are available. AWI I 
believe operate similar in the Fram Strait. 
l. The  KD winch platform needs to be moved to operate in a better manner with the ships crane. To 
be able to deploy and recover in a much more controlled manner rather than continuously 
struggling with the poor siting of the winches reference to the crane arc. I believe the winch 
arrangements can be good and just needs some re-organising. In 2009 and 2007 I spent too much  
time driving the systems when I would have been better employed doing navigation and co-
ordinating deploys. A dedicated  winch operator for each operation is required. As an example in 
2007 on the VB, John Yurek also performed this task operating the Hawboldt and with his good 
knowledge of ships was a bonus, it is this kind of person required for winch and deck operations. 
Having now worked with a similar Capstan system on the Polarstern we can improve the methods 
for this machine and it should be the prime mooring tool. Winches when inspected during my 
Kirkenes visit in 2011 appear in good condition, they will require electrical and load testing well 
before any future use. No other painting etc will be required. The Reel-o-matic tensioner was not 
working correctly on the 2009 KD voyage and appears to have been not working correctly for some 
time , this due to a wrongly replaced control valve which will never work properly. This control valve 
needs to be replaced with the correct item as the tensioner is essential for deploying profiling wire. 
m. Dragging requires a target. For the Polarstern Tucken to work a good ships echosounder is 
required to identify the top of the mooring ( If there is no working top transponder). This only needs 
to sound to depth of top buoys and needs to be such that it can scaled to ‘home in’ on the depth of 
the top buoys. I believe the KD sounder might do this but needs investigating. A ships boat with 
adequate power needs to be in the water. Say 1km of used mooring line and some weights and 
floats. This system works well but needs the ships boat, boats crew and ships crew to work in 
unison and be precise in navigation and ship control. An active radar transponder for the ships boat 
is necessary to more easily establish relevant position; it is important for safety should fog come 
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down. All of this would need to be agreed with the ship operator prior to the recovery cruise. Other 
dragging systems could be considered and would be possible from the KD. Used mooring line 
exists at Kirkenes. Again any operation would need agreement of the ship operator. I would hope 
we would not need to drag for any mooring, if we get the releases sorted then mechanically the rest 
of the mooring is sound, as I have seen with the three recovered moorings this year. 
n. Working with instruments on the KD. The hangar is suitable but not with the CTD rosette being 
sampled in there. There is too much water, too many people, doors open too long and too little 
room to sort instruments. The CTD Rosette system could be sampled in its container (difficult) or 
other containers provided for mooring preparation. The CTD sampling etc could have most of the 
hangar with the MOC being housed in there as usual. 2 x 10 foot IARC containers could be 
modified simply for mooring preparation, addition of simple tables, portable lights and heat required. 
One of these could be the existing CTD container with CTD housed in the hangar. Or a 20 foot 
could be used, container not necessarily purchased but hired for the voyage possibly from 
Kirkenes. Propose taking  the 4 x IARC 10 foot containers on the KD for the above task and secure 
storage of equipment. 
o. Pre- and post cruise preparations. As in the previous years the pre-cruise preparation in Kirkenes 
is invaluable. It does not require a big team, just adequate preparation in ensuring all component 
parts arrive on time and well in time, for testing and pre-cruise checking. One instrument tech, 
responsible for the instruments, one mechanical/logistics for freight and winches. It may be that 
another person is required to co-ordinate any other group’s equipment or those other groups 
provide a person. 
p. Mooring design, cost estimation and purchasing. Purchase in Europe would be an option for 
some low cost hardware such as shackles, links and handling /recovery lines, flying microcat lines 
and similar which have mainly been air freighted in from USA in the past. Mooring lines can be 
sourced in Europe or USA. Anchors as available – Russia, Europe. Steel railway wheels or similar. 
Buoyancy can be European or USA. Specify other items for deployment/recovery procedures. 
Design needs to take into account the KD (or other ship) handling machinery (crane), IARC 
machinery, KD working deck/s height off water etc. Design and material specification should 
provide for adjustment of the mooring length (if necessary) to suit water depth. How well known is 
the topography at the proposed sites is a deciding factor with design and specification. 
 
Based on comments made by the mooring team, the following summary of recommendations will 
be taken into consideration for all future cruises: 

• Redesign moorings for heavy ice areas with increased (improved) ability to track the 
released mooring at the surface( and immediately prior to release). 

• Increase buoyancy and anchoring for moorings in high-current regions of the study area. 
• Obtain a proper large-diameter CTD hydro block.Only applies to ctd operations. 
• Include a bridge navigation plotter and GPS heading sensor. 
• Revise Kapitan Dranitsyn deck layout for winches and containers; explore the possibility of 

fitting an A-frame to the deck. A frame would be useful but not essential, if deck layout 
changed slightly. 

• Upgrade CTD container for MOC and instrument shop and convert the MOC to a simple 
mechanical workshop.Keep MOC as is - add simple benching, improve lighting and heating 
to 10 foot container for moored instruments. 

• Add an additional larger storage container to house the CTD. If CTD is sampled in hangar 
then not necessary. 

 
 

 




